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General Information

1.1. Background
The goal of this competition is to provide an opportunity for students to experience the
challenges of and develop skills in system engineering by accomplishing realistic missions with
autonomous vehicles in the maritime environment and to foster ties between young engineers
and the organizations developing Autonomous Surface Vehicle (ASV) technologies. The
competition is comprised of two parts: design and performance. The design part is based on an
innovative system concept, rigorous engineering, and the well-crafted construction of a
functional vehicle to perform the mission. The performance part is an in-situ demonstration of
the vehicle’s capabilities to execute specified mission tasks.
1.2. Teams
To field a competitive vehicle, a range of cross-disciplinary skills is required. A team of people
best accomplishes this synergy. Teams may be a combination of students, faculty, industrial
partners, or government partners but full-time students must compose at least 75 percent of each
team. Students may be high school, undergraduate and/or graduate students. Full time students
must be enrolled at their schools in full time status during winter and spring quarters/semesters
immediately prior to the competition year. The student members of a team must make significant
contributions to the development of the vehicle. One student member of the team must be
designated as the "team leader". The team leader, and only the team leader, will speak for the
team during the competition runs. As the team leader will be the solely responsible for speaking
for the team, we recommend that the team leader be fluent in English. If your team has no fluent
English speakers, please contact the AUVSI staff as soon as possible so that we can plan for
communication accommodations. Only the student component of each team is eligible for the
cash awards.
1.3. Location and Facilities:
The competition will be held at the Founder’s Inn and Spa’s pond from 7-12 July 2015. Team
check-in and registration will be at the hotel on Tuesday 7 July 2015 beginning at 1000 hrs.
The Founder’s Inn is a hotel in Virginia Beach, VA that has a large fresh water pond on-site. The
pond has an average depth between 5-15 feet and features a water fountain (cannot be removed).
Consider the water fountain as a natural obstacle and avoid it at all cost. See the competition
pond on Google Maps.
A tent (10 by 10 foot or equivalent space) will be provided at the location for each team to have a
covered work area. Electricity and Internet access will be provided in each tent. The team
members, the vehicle and any posters/promotional materials developed for the competition are
expected to be onsite (tent/pond area) from the start to the end of each competition day. Since the
public and industry representatives will be invited to attend the competition, we strongly suggest
that team members who may be interested by internship or employment opportunities bring
copies of their resumes onsite.
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Note: Each year, the 2.4GHz frequency is over-saturated in the team area causing network
slowdown due to the very dense concentration of wireless devices. We suggest that teams
consider using wired technologies or alternative frequencies in their tent area.
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•

3.
-

General requirements
Autonomy: the vehicle must be fully autonomous and all decisions must be taken onboard the ASV/UAV.
Buoyancy: the vehicle must be positively buoyant and stay buoyant for at least 30 minutes in the water.
Communication: no communication to the vehicle can change its software and/or logic during a run.
Deployable: the vehicle must have its own 3 or 4 point harness for crane deployment.
Energy source: the vehicle must use self-contained electrical energy source(s). Sailboats are permitted.
Kill Switch: the vehicle must be equipped with at least one 1.5in diameter red button that, when actuated,
disconnects power from all motors and actuators.
e-Kill Switch: in addition to the physical kill-switch, the vehicle must have at least one remote kill switch that
provides the same functionality.
Payload: The vehicle must have a forward facing location where a GoPro or similar device might be attached.
Propulsion: any propulsion system can be used (thruster, paddle, etc.), but moving parts must have a shroud.
Remote-control: the vehicle must be capable of remote control to be brought back to the dock.
Safety: all sharp, pointed, moving, sensitive, or dangerous parts must be covered and clearly identified.
Size: the vehicle must fit within a six-foot long, by three-foot wide, by three-foot high “box”.
Surface: the vehicle must float or use ground effect of the water. Mostly submerged or flying craft are
forbidden.
Towable: the vehicle must have designated tow points and a tow harness installed at all times.
Waterproof: the vehicle must be rain/splash resistant. The competition is held “rain or shine.”
Weight: the vehicle and all sub-vehicles must have a combined weight of 140 lbs. or less.

Notable changes from 2014
We are adding an interoperability challenge
The underwater light challenge is out.
You will have to roll out your own network for the communication tasks
The docking challenge will involve color in addition to shape for bay identification
The payload specification has been adjusted to a GoPro or similar device
The 'communication' requirement has been modified to prevent change to the software/logic
and to encourage communication between the ASV, UAV and competition scoring software
Only the first attempt will count for reporting tasks

If you did not attend RoboBoat 2014, you may want to first familiarize yourself with the 2014
Rules as this section refers to them. See: http://goo.gl/MsdMBH
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Competition Overview

The mission consists of two mandatory tasks and five mission tasks. The mandatory tasks are the
Thrust Measurement and the Basic Navigation. These two tasks must be successfully completed
for any mission task points to be awarded. The mission tasks are: Obstacle Avoidance,
Automated Docking, Acoustic Beacon Positioning, Interoperability Challenge and Return to
Dock.
Below is a diagram showing the layout of the different tasks. Please note that the diagram is
neither exact nor to scale.
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4.1. Mission attempt
Each team will be allocated a contiguous block of time for each attempt at the mission. The
following terms are used to define a "performance":
- ‘time slot’: The contiguous block of time allocated to a team to attempt the mission.
- ‘dock time’: Period of time prior to the time slot where the vehicle is in the water at the dock.
- ‘start time’: The time at which the dock time of a team is scheduled to start
- ‘run’: A run of the vehicle (in autonomous mode) trying to accomplish the mission.

The team and their vehicle are expected to be present in the staging area next to launching ramp
fifteen (15) minutes prior to the start time in a mission ready state. As vehicles are deployed to
the competition pond, they will be weighed. Note that all vehicle components must be installed
prior to the weigh in.
The time slot is preceded with five (5) minutes of dock preparation time. This dock time can be
used for final preparation with the vehicle in the water and for strength/propulsion measurement.
The dock time ends when the vehicle leaves the dock on its first autonomous run or when the
five (5) minutes are elapsed.
For 2015, each time slot will be a contiguous block of twenty (20) minutes in which the team is
allowed to make as many runs as they choose to. The judges and the AUVSI staff reserves the
right to modify the time slot duration but every team will always be given the same amount of
time as the other teams. Every time a new run is attempted during time slot, all points accrued in
the previous run(s) are voided. The vehicle run ends when any of the following occur:
• The time limit for performance period ends.
• The judges order the end of the mission.
• The team leader requests the end of the mission.
• The ASV leaves a competition circuit (entering other competition circuit or open test
area)
• The ASV loses its camera payload
All vehicles must be remote-controllable to be brought back to the dock on their own. If a
vehicle cannot be remote-controlled (due to failure, etc.) an AUVSI staff member will tow back
the vehicle. The clock will not stop for the vehicle to be driven or towed back to the starting
dock. Only in cases of failure of the mission obstacle(s) or on the explicit request of a judge will
the time slot clock be stopped. The time limit is subject to change depending on the number of
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contestants and may be modified between rounds (practice, qualification, finals) but the amount
of time given will be the same for all teams within a round of the competition.
Unlike qualification and final time slots, during test time slots, teams are given a fixed block of
time including time to have the vehicle in & out of the water and dock time in order to maximize
number of time slots on test days. More details about test time slots will be provided at the
orientation meeting.
4.2. Two competition circuits
As illustrated in the mission diagram above, we will offer two (2) complete and mostly similar
competition ‘circuits’. Each side of the pond will contain a full competition circuit. If obstacles
from each circuit are less than 10 feet apart from each other, a series of white Polyform A-2
buoys may be added between the two circuits to create a dividing line. Any vehicle that ventures
out of its circuit or start interacting with obstacles from the other circuit will be stopped (using
the remote or physical kill switch). Test time slots can be scheduled on either side at the team
discretion (and on availability). Qualification time slots will be distributed evenly on both
circuits (either all teams have both time slots on the same circuit (while the other one is used for
more test time slots) or all teams have one time slot on each circuit). Finals will be held in a
single circuit for all teams (the other circuit will be unavailable during finals).
4.3. Open Test area
In addition to the two competition circuits, an Open Test area is offered once again for in-water
testing. Below are the rules of the Open Test area in bullet-point format:
- All Open Test area rules are subject to changes without notice
- Content: Variable. All the spare obstacles (buoys, spare mission station obstacles, etc.)
- First-come, first-served: Just bring your vehicle there when you are ready
- Deployment method: The deployment strategy used is left to the staff in charge of the area
- Deployment/run time: Variable. Also left to the staff member in charge of the area
- Layout: Variable. We will do a best effort to make all obstacle available
- Number of vehicles in the water: Variable. Also left to the staff in charge of the area
- Stay in the Open Test area: Any vehicle venturing off the Open Test area will be stopped
- Towing: Any vehicles incapacitated will be towed as soon as possible but priority goes to
vehicle on real courses
Note: Since the obstacle used there are the backup obstacles for the two competition circuits, we
may need to remove some obstacles from the Open Test area to replace damaged obstacles from
the competition circuits. The exact content of what is deployed in the Open Test area is therefore
subject to change with little or no notice.
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The mission

5.1. Mandatory tasks
5.1.1. Weight and Thrust Measurement
Every vehicle is weighed before it is deployed in the water with all components installed. If you
add or replace components on your vehicle during a run, judges may ask for the vehicle to be reweighed. You must provide a harness for lifting and weighing your vehicle.
After your vehicle is deployed in the water, you will start by demonstrating the thrust of your
ASV can generate by hooking up your vehicle to a thrust measurement system (see Thrust
measurement harness diagram). Your vehicle will then generate as much thrust as possible in 10
seconds. This task can be accomplished in a manned manner (you can use a remote, laptop or
buttons on the ASV to start/stop this task). See the figure below for the suggested harnessing
mechanism between the strain gauge and your ASV. You must provide a harness attached to two
points on your vehicle and which offers a single carabiner or loop as the strain gauge interface.
Task scoresheet:
• x points: See Table I below in 7 Acceptable vehicle for weight scoring
• x points: (F / W) * 100 - where is F generated thrust (in lbs) and W is your vehicle
weight (in lbs)
5.1.2. Navigation test
The vehicle should pass through the
starting gate and a speed gate
demonstrating the ability to steer a
steady course and control speed. The
starting gate will be 25-30 feet from
the dock. The speed gate will be 50100 feet away from the starting gate.
A ‘gate’ is a set of two navigation
buoys 6-10 feet apart from each other.
The buoys used are Taylor Sur-Mark
Marker buoys #950400 & #950410
(49" in tall, 10-18" in diameter). Your
vehicle is timed based on how long it
takes to transit between the starting
and speed gates. The gates will be
positioned such that you can aim to
pass both gates using a straight line from the dock. You must go through the gates to accrue
points.
Task scoresheet:
• 100 points: Pass through starting gate
• 0-250 points: (250 - T) where T is the time (in seconds) to go from the starting to the
speed gate.
AUVSIFoundation.org
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5.2. Mission tasks
The mission is composed of five tasks that may be attempted in any order. We will provide
approximate GPS positions for each task.
After completing the mission tasks, if your vehicle returns autonomously to the dock you will be
awarded points for both returning to the dock and for the portion of time remaining in your run.
5.2.1. Obstacle avoidance
After passing through the speed gate, your vehicle will encounter a set of four buoys making the
‘entrance’ gates (1-2-3) for this task. Another set of four boys will be placed 100-300 ft. away to
form the ‘exit’ gates (X-Y-Z). The buoys used to mark the entrances and exit gates will be red,
white and green Polyform A-2 buoys. The buoys will be laid out in the pattern illustrated in the
diagram below to form 6-9 ft. wide gates.
Between the gates is an obstacle field. A yellow or black buoy marks each obstacle. The obstacle
buoys will be smaller Polyform A-0 buoys.
Your vehicle must go through the designated entrance gate for your run, avoid all obstacles and
go through the designated exit gates for your run. Avoiding the obstacle buoys by going around
the field will be considered a failed attempt at this task. Making sure your vehicle does not get
tangled in the buoys or webbing lines holding the buoys in place is part of this task. When you
design your 2015 vehicle, please plan for presence of buoy/buoy lines in the water.
At the beginning of each run, you will be handed over a code in the format (entrance, exit) such
as (1,X) or (2,Z).

A NMEA and an HTTP protocol are available for programmatically obtaining the gate codes.
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NMEA API definition for the Obstacle Avoidance:
Request: $SVOBS,<course>,<teamCode>*<checksum>
where <course> either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> case-sensitive string that must respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
and <checksum> bitwise XOR of ASCII codes of all characters between $ and *
Response: $TDOBS, <timestamp>,<entrance>,<exit>*<checksum>
where <timestamp> is YYYYMMDDHHMMSS in UTC
and <entrance> is either "1", "2" or "3"
and <exit> is either "X", "Y" or "Z"
and <checksum> bitwise XOR of ASCII codes of all characters between $ and *
Errors:
If an error occurred or the message was malformed, you will get not a response
JSON/HTTP API definition for the Obstacle Avoidance:
Request: HTTP GET on /obstacleAvoidance/<course>/<teamCode>
where <course> is either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> case-sensitive string that must respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
Response: A JSON structure in the format: {"gateCode":"(<entrance>, <exit>)"}
where <entrance> is either "1", "2" or "3"
and <exit> is either "X", "Y" or "Z"
Status code:
200: Everything is okay
400: Your request is malformed
404: Cannot find the course or team
500: The gate assignment service is broken
503: Please retry the request
Headers supported:
Request: the server ignores all HTTP headers
Response: the response contains at least the 'Content-Type' and 'Content-Length'
headers
Sample NMEA request/response
$SVOBS,courseA,AUVSI*5F
$TDOBS,20150306061030,2,X*0F

Sample JSON/HTTP request/response:
>
>
>
>
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

GET /obstacleAvoidance/courseA/AUVSI HTTP/1.1
Host: 192.168.0.15:8080
Accept: */*
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Sun, 09 Mar 2015 01:50:42 GMT
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 23
Server: Jetty(8.0.4.v20111024)
{"gateCode":"(3,Y)"}
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Task scoresheet:
• 100 points: Going through the right Entrance Gate the first time
• 200 points: Making it across the obstacle field
• 100 points: Going through the right Exit Gate the first time
• 50 points: Hit 3 or less obstacles
• 50 points: Hit 2 or less obstacles
• 100 points: Hit 1 or less obstacles
• 500 points: Perfect navigation (right gates, avoided all obstacles)
• No points are allocated if the vehicle circumvents the obstacle field
• Straddling a buoy counts as a hit
Ex: A vehicle makes it across the field but goes through the wrong exit gate and hits 2 obstacles
gets 400pts.
The point breakdown is: 100 (entrance) + 200 (across field) + 50 (<=3 obstacles) + 50 (<=2
obstacles)
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5.3. Automated docking
We will provide you with the GPS coordinates of the center of a floating platform made of EZ
Dock segments. Four fender buoys are attached to the floating dock to form three docking bays
(as shown below). Each docking bay will be identified by a large colored (black, red, blue,
green) symbol (cruciform, triangle, or circle) on a white background.
Your vehicle must dock in the bays in the correct sequence. For 2015, we will use sequences of 2
colored symbols/bays ("red cruciform" then "blue triangle").
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A NMEA and an HTTP protocol are available for programmatically obtaining the gate codes.
NMEA API definition for the Obstacle Avoidance:
Request: $SVDOC,<course>,<teamCode>*<checksum>
where <course> either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> case-sensitive string that must respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
and <checksum> bitwise XOR of ASCII codes of all characters between $ and *
Response: $TDDOC, <timestamp>,<symbol1>,<color1>,<symbol2>,<color2>
*<checksum>
where <timestamp> is YYYYMMDDHHMMSS in UTC
and <symbol1> and <symbol2> are either "cruciform", "triangle" or "circle"
and <color1> and <color2> are either "black", "red", "green" or "blue"
and <checksum> bitwise XOR of ASCII codes of all characters between $ and *
Errors:
If an error occurred or the message was malformed, you will get not a response
JSON/HTTP API definition for the Automated Docking:
Request: HTTP GET on /automated Docking/<course>/<teamCode>
where <course> is either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> case-sensitive string that must respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
Response: A JSON structure in the format: {"dockingBaySequence":[
{symbol:"<symbol>",color:"<color>"},{symbol:"<symbol>",color:"<c
olor>"}]}
where <symbol> is either "cruciform", "triangle" or "circle"
and <color> are either "black", "red", "green" or "blue"
Status code:
200: Everything is okay
400: Your request is malformed
404: Cannot find the course or team
500: The gate assignment service is broken
503: Please retry the request
Headers supported:
Request: the server ignores all HTTP headers
Response: the response contains at least the 'Content-Type' and 'Content-Length'
headers
Sample NMEA request/response
$SVDOC,courseA,AUVSI*49
$TDDOC,20150306061030,cruciform,red,triangle,blue*68

Sample JSON/HTTP request/response:
>
>
>
>
<
<
<

GET /automatedDocking/courseA/AUVSI HTTP/1.1
Host: 192.168.0.15:8080
Accept: */*
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Sun, 09 Mar 2015 01:55:42 GMT
Content-Type: application/json
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< Content-Length: 29
< Server: Jetty(8.0.4.v20111024)
<
< {"dockingBaySequence":[{"symbol":"cruciform","color":"red"},
{"symbol":"cruciform","color":"red"}]}

Task scoresheet:
• 100 points: Entering any bay (the first bay entered)
• 200 points: Entering correctly either the first or second bay
• 300 points: Entering the bays in the perfect sequence (no previous attempts)
• 400 points: Perfect sequence including touching the dock (no previous attempts)
• No points are allocated for straddling the 2 bays
• No points are allocated if the vehicle get entangled/stuck in the bay
Ex: A vehicle enters the bay with the red cruciform (correct) then the bay with the green
cruciform (the wrong one) gets 300 points.
The breakdown is: 100 (entering any) + 200 (entering correctly first bay)
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5.4. Pinger location
We will provide you with the GPS coordinates of a small field of five buoys (one buoy of each
color: yellow, blue, black, green, and red). The buoys will be Polyform A-0 buoys. A Teledyne
Benthos ALP-365 underwater acoustic beacon (pinger) will be attached to the anchor line of
each buoy. One of the pingers will be turned on for each run. You must identify the buoy to
which the active beacon is attached circling it with your vehicle and reporting it.
To limit interference between the pingers on different courses, each course will use beacons of
different frequencies and they will be synchronized with a timing offset. The pinger frequency is
variable between 25-40 kHz in 0.5kHz increments (so either 25kHz, 25.5kHz, 26kHz up to
40kHz). The pinger pulses every 2 seconds. The pinger on course B will pulse 900ms after the
one from course A.

A NMEA and an HTTP protocol are available for programmatically reporting the active pinger.
NMEA API definition for the Acoustic Beacon Positioning:
Request: $SVPIN,<course>,<teamCode>,<buoyColor>*<checksum>
where <course> either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> case-sensitive string that must respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
and <buoyColor> is either "yellow", "blue", "black", "green" or "red"
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and <checksum> bitwise XOR of ASCII codes of all characters between $ and *
Response: $TDPIN, <timestamp>,<status>*<checksum>
where <timestamp> is YYYYMMDDHHMMSS in UTC
where <status> is either true, false
and <checksum> bitwise XOR of ASCII codes of all characters between $ and *
Errors:
If an error occurred or the message was malformed, you will get not a response
JSON/HTTP API definition for the Pinger Location:
Request: HTTP POST on /pinger/<course>/<team Code>
where <course> is either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> case-sensitive string that must respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
Request payload:
{
"course":<course>,
"team":<teamCode>,
"buoyColor":<buoyColor>
}

where <course> is either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> is a case-sensitive string that respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
and <buoyColor> is either "yellow", "blue", "black", "green" or "red"
Response: A JSON structure in the format: {"success":<status>}
where <status> is either true, false
Status code:
200: Everything is okay
400: Your request is malformed
404: Cannot find the course or team
500: The gate assignment service is broken
503: Please retry the request
Headers supported:
Request: the server ignores all HTTP headers
Response: the response contains at least the 'Content-Type' and 'Content-Length' headers
Sample NMEA request/response
$SVPIN,courseA,AUVSI,red*09
$TDPIN,20150306061030,true*56

Sample JSON/HTTP request/response:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
<

POST /pinger/courseA/AUVSI HTTP/1.1
Host: 192.168.0.15:8080
Content-Length: 78
Content-Type: application/json
{"course":"courseA","team":"AUVSI","buoyColor":"black"}
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Sun, 09 Mar 2015 01:56:34 GMT
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Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: 22
Server: Jetty(8.0.4.v20111024)
{"success":true}

Task scoresheet:
• 100 points: Report a buoy
• 150 points: Report the correct buoy on the first try
• 100 points: Circle a buoy
• 150 points: Circle the correct buoy on the first try
• 500 points: Report and circle the correct buoy the first try
• No points are allocated if more than one buoy is inside the circle made by the vehicle
• No points are allocated if the vehicle get entangled/stuck in in a buoy
Ex: A vehicle that successfully report and circle the right buoy on the 2nd attempt gets 200 pts.
The breakdown is: 100 (report any) + 100 (circle any)
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5.5. Interoperability challenge
The goal is to launch and recover an autonomous UAV from your boat. The UAV launch and
recovery must be autonomous and it must happen while the boat is underway (not at the dock).
Your UAV must go a specific GPS waypoint, recognize a symbol/pattern on the ground, send a
picture of it, and determine what the symbol is. This new challenge is difficult so expect it to
count for more points than other challenges.
Because we may not receive approval or rejection of our proposed challenge by the FAA by the
start of competition, we will operate one of two flavors of this challenge: one where drone can
fly and one where they can't. We will announce on the forum which challenge flavor is selected
if we hear back from the FAA before the competition or in case we do not, we will default to the
non-flying challenge.
5.5.1. Interoperability challenge: flying drones
Please consult the RoboBoat Competition Interoperability Challenge Regulation addendum
posted separately on the RoboBoat forum for more detailed regulations about the UAV and its
operation.
We will provide you with the GPS coordinates of a white Polyform A-0 buoy marking the UAV
launch location. The surface vehicle must be within 20ft of the buoy to launch the UAV. We will
also provide you with the GPS coordinate of the center of the recognition zone. The recognition
zone will be marked by a gray/silver tarp laid on the ground.
In the recognition zone, a number of pipe segments will form a shape. The pipe segments will be
18in long section of 2in wide orange PVC pipe (source: http://www.bulkreefsupply.com/orangeschedule-40-pipe-5-ft.html). Your vehicle must take a picture of the shape, recognize it and
report both the recognized shape and the picture.
When reporting the picture taken, we will accept images in format jpg and png. Please test that
Chrome and Firefox browsers are capable of opening the image generated without any plugins.
The shapes that can be used during the competition will be hexadecimal characters as
represented on a 7-segment display (see below for example). Note that we will also add a small
section of pipe (~3 in long) in the bottom right corner of each shape to provide an orientation
reference point. This reference point will be critical to properly identify 2 vs 5 and 3 vs E.
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5.5.2. Interoperability challenge: non-flying drones
In case we do not get approval from the FAA to let you fly drones, the non-flying challenge will
be modified to include a software and judging component.
We will provide an API for your vehicle to request a set of pre-recorded aerial images of the
recognition zone. We will return a set of images in either jpg or png format with a resolution of
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at least 480x640. This will enable your vehicle to demonstrate that you can accomplish the
recognition and reporting section of the flying challenge without actually flying a UAV.
The judging component will be separate from static judging. The judges will review the
proposed approach for launching and recovering a UAV from your vehicle, any supporting
evidence you have from your tests (videos, etc.) and the novelty of your solution. Be prepared to
explain in-depth how your launch and recovery system would work in adverse weather (wind,
waves, rain, darkness, etc.), its risks, the mitigation solutions and its failure scenarios. Judges
will score your overall interoperability solution based on their expert opinion in how they expect
it to perform in real life conditions.
A NMEA and an HTTP protocol are available for some the interoperability tasks although the
HTTP one must be used to upload and download images.
API for uploading image for the Interoperability Challenge:
Note: there is no NMEA alternative for this message has NMEA does not have support for file
upload.
Request: HTTP POST on /interop/image/<course>/<team Code>
where <course> is either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> case-sensitive string that must respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
Request payload: Multipart with content-type: "multipart/mixed"
Response: A JSON structure in the format: {"id":<imageID>}
where <status> is either true, false
Status code:
100: Server is ready to accept multipart chunk
202: Upload successfully completed
400: Your request is malformed
404: Cannot find the course or team
500: The gate assignment service is broken
503: Please retry the request
Headers supported:
Request: You must specify the content-type as 'multipart/mixed'
Response: the response contains at least the 'Content-Type' and 'Content-Length'
headers
Sample JSON/HTTP request/response:
> POST /interop/image/courseA/AUVSI HTTP/1.1
> User-Agent: curl/7.38.0
> Host: 127.0.0.1:8080
> Accept: */*
> Content-Length: 7280
> Expect: 100-continue
> Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary=-----------------------c1790bde8f831e7c
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HTTP/1.1 100 Continue
HTTP/1.1 202 Accepted
Date: Thu, 19 Mar 2015 06:05:17 GMT
Content-Type: text/plain
Content-Length: 45
{"id":"a4aa8224-07f2-4b57-a03a-c8887c2505c7"}

API for reporting the shape for the Interoperability Challenge:
NMEA API definition for reporting the shape for the Interoperability Challenge:
Request: $SVUAV,<course>,<teamCode>,<shape>,<imageID>*<checksum>
where <course> either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> case-sensitive string that must respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
and <shape> is a character in the range [0-9a-fA-F] //case-insensitive
and <imageID> is the ID returned after having uploaded the image
and <checksum> bitwise XOR of ASCII codes of all characters between $ and *
Response: $TDUAV, <timestamp>,<status>*<checksum>
where <timestamp> is YYYYMMDDHHMMSS in UTC`
where <status> is either true, false
and <checksum> bitwise XOR of ASCII codes of all characters between $ and *
Errors:
If an error occurred or the message was malformed, you will get not a response
JSON/HTTP API definition for reporting the shape for the Interoperability Challenge:
Request: HTTP POST on /interop/report/<course>/<team Code>
where <course> is either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> case-sensitive string that must respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
Request payload:
{
"course":<course>,
"team":<teamCode>,
"shape":<shape>,
"image":<imageID>
}

where <course> is either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> case-sensitive string that must respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
and <shape> is a character in the range [0-9a-fA-F] //case-insensitive
and <imageID> is the ID returned after having uploaded the image
Response: A JSON structure in the format: { "success": <status> }
where <status> is either true, false
Status code:
200: Everything is okay
400: Your request is malformed
404: Cannot find the course or team
500: The gate assignment service is broken
503: Please retry the request
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Headers supported:
Request: the server ignores all HTTP headers
Response: the response contains at least the 'Content-Type' and 'Content-Length' headers
Sample NMEA request/response
$SVUAV,courseA,AUVSI,8,a4aa8224-07f2-4b57-a03a-c8887c2505c7*7F
$TDUAV,20150306061030,true*43

Sample JSON/HTTP request/response:
> POST /interop/report/courseA/AUVSI HTTP/1.1
> Host: 192.168.0.15:8080
> Content-Length: 78
> Content-Type: application/json
>
>
{"course":"courseA","team":"AUVSI","shape":"8","imageID":"a4aa822407f2-4b57-a03a-c8887c2505c7"}
>
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Date: Sun, 09 Mar 2015 01:58:26 GMT
< Content-Type: application/json
< Content-Length: 96
< Server: Jetty(8.0.4.v20111024)
<
< {"success":true}

API for requesting images for the non-flying Interoperability Challenge:
Note: there is no NMEA alternative for this message has NMEA does not have support for file
download.
Note 2: This API only lists the images available. You must then request each available image
Request: HTTP GET on /interop/images/<course>/<teamCode>
where <course> is either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> case-sensitive string that must respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
Response: A HTML page listing the images available. Ex:
<html><head></head><body><ul><li><a
href="/interop/image/1.png">1.png</a><li><a
href="/interop/image/2.png">2.png</a><li><a
href="/interop/image/3.png">3.png</a></ul></body></html>

Status code:
200: Everything is okay
400: Your request is malformed
404: Cannot find the course or team
500: The gate assignment service is broken
503: Please retry the request
Headers supported:
Request: You must specify the content-type as 'text/html'
Response: the response contains at least the 'Content-Type' and 'Content-Length'
headers
AUVSIFoundation.org
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Sample JSON/HTTP request/response:
> POST /interop/images/courseA/AUVSI HTTP/1.1
> User-Agent: curl/7.38.0
> Host: 127.0.0.1:8080
> Accept: */*
>
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Content-Type: text/html
< Date: Thu, 19 Mar 2015 08:14:01 GMT
< Content-Length: 180
<
<html><head></head><body><ul><li><a
href="/interop/image/1.png">1.png</a><li><a
href="/interop/image/2.png">2.png</a><li><a
href="/interop/image/3.png">3.png</a></ul></body></html>

Task scoresheet (flying challenge):
• 500 points: UAV takes off from ASV
• 200 points: UAV flies over the recognition zone
• 100 points: Upload the image analyzed
• 100 points: Report a shape
• 1000 points: UAV lands on/is recovered by ASV after a flight of at least 10 seconds
• 1000 points: Report the correct shape, upload valid image and UAV landed/is recovered
• No points are allocated for reporting if the UAV has not taken off
Ex: A team that successfully launch a UAV, fly over the recognition zone, lands successfully but
does not report anything gets 1700 pts.
The breakdown is: 500 (take off) + 200 (recognition zone) + 1000 (lands)
Task scoresheet (non-flying challenge):
• 1000 points: Judging component
• 100 points: Retrieve at least one image
• 100 points: Upload the image analyzed
• 100 points: Report a shape
• 700 points: Report the correct shape and upload valid image
Ex: A team does judging (ex: 688 pts), retrieves an image but cannot analyze it nor upload it gets
768 pts.
The breakdown is: 688 (from judging) + 100 (retrieve image)
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Communication and Network

6.1. Competition & Team provided networks
The wireless network used in 2014 did not work as well as we wanted. We will leave it to each
team to create their own 'network' solution. There is no restriction on the actual communication
mechanism (e.g., underwater modems, cellphone, 802.11xx wireless, etc.) and we encourage you
to be creative. You will be responsible for providing a base station that can bridge your network
solution to a wired RJ-45/cat5 Ethernet network. Note that if you opt for a wireless technology,
you are responsible for ensuring that you use either a public frequency or acquire a license to
stay compliant with FCC regulations.

We will provide an Ethernet cable (with RJ-45 plugs) to the Course A & Course B tables setup in
front of the technical director tent. Those Ethernet cables will be connected to the switch/router
that provides the network for the competition-scoring server. The switch/router will have DHCP
enabled. You are free to either let that DHCP server give IP addresses to the ASV on your
network or to treat it as WAN and have your own router provide IP address for your ASV. The
DHCP server on the competition router will provide IP addresses in the range 192.168.0.[50,250]
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6.2. Heartbeat
We are also adding a mandatory heartbeat for the 2015 competition. A heartbeat is a periodic
signal generated by a device (in this case, your ASV) to indicate normal operations and provide a
status of what it is doing
The heartbeat communication for 2015 will be on a 1 sec frequency (one message every second)
and will contain the team name, course, challenge being attempted, timestamp and GPS position
of the vehicle.
Since the heartbeat is used to determine normal operations of the ASV, if no heartbeat has been
received in 10 sec from a team, their vehicle will be considered as no longer normally operating.
It will be left to the judges' discretion whether to stop the run, tow the vehicle or keep going.
NMEA API definition for reporting the heartbeat:
Request: $SVHRT,<course>,<teamCode>,<timestamp>,<imageID>*<checksum>
where <course> either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> case-sensitive string that must respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
and <timestamp> is YYYYMMDDHHMMSS in UTC
and <challenge> is "gates", "obstacles", "docking", "pinger", "interop" or "return"
and <latitude> is a float using the degree decimal format (ex: hddd.dddddd)
and <longitude> is a float using the degree decimal format (ex: hddd.dddddd)
and <checksum> bitwise XOR of ASCII codes of all characters between $ and *
Response: $TDHRT, <timestamp>,<status>*<checksum>
where <timestamp> is a repetition of the timestamp you submitted
where <status> is either true, false representing if the run is still active
and <checksum> bitwise XOR of ASCII codes of all characters between $ and *
Errors:
If an error occurred or the message was malformed, you will get not a response
JSON/HTTP API definition for heartbeat:
Request: HTTP POST on /heartbeat/<course>/<team Code>
where <course> is either "courseA", "courseB" or "openTest"
and <teamCode> case-sensitive string that must respect the regex: [a-zA-Z]{2,5}
Request payload:
{
"timestamp":<timestamp>,
"challenge":<challenge>,
"position": {
"datum": "WGS84",
"latitude": <latitude>,
"longitude": <longitude>
}
}

where <timestamp> is YYYYMMDDHHMMSS in UTC
and <challenge> is "gates", "obstacles", "docking", "pinger", "interop" or "return"
and <latitude> is a float using the degree decimal format (ex: hddd.dddddd)
and <longitude> is a float using the degree decimal format (ex: hddd.dddddd)
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Response: A JSON structure in the format: { "success": <status> }
where <status> is either true, false representing if the run is still active
Status code:
200: Everything is okay
400: Your request is malformed
404: Cannot find the course or team
500: The gate assignment service is broken
503: Please retry the request
Headers supported:
Request: the server ignores all HTTP headers
Response: the response contains at least the 'Content-Type' and 'Content-Length' headers
Sample NMEA request/response
$SVHRT,courseA,AUVSI, 20150306061030,gates,40.689249,
-74.044500*03
$TDHRT,20150306061030,true*62

Sample JSON/HTTP request/response:
> POST /heartbeat/ courseA/AUVSI HTTP/1.1
> Host: 192.168.0.15:8080
> Content-Length: 78
> Content-Type: application/json
>
>
{"timestamp":"20150306061030,"challenge":"gates","position{"datum":"W
GS84","latitude":40.689249,"longitude":-74.044500}}
>
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Date: Sun, 09 Mar 2015 01:58:26 GMT
< Content-Type: application/json
< Content-Length: 96
< Server: Jetty(8.0.4.v20111024)
<
< {"success":true}

6.3. Team video
We will ask that all teams release a 3-minute introduction video by June 3, 2015. The video
should include a segment showing their vehicle navigating in straight line through a set of buoys
located at least 50ft away from the starting point. Please plan your construction and testing
schedules accordingly.
The videos must either be published on a video sharing site (ex: Youtube) and a link to them
posted on the RoboBoat 2015 (https://plus.google.com/communities/107604985435988341796)
Community.
The video must introduce your team and your vehicle. Be creative!
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Acceptable vehicle

Each vehicle must fit within a six-foot long, by three-foot wide, by three-foot high "box" (1.83 m
x 0.91 m x 0.91 m). Table I below shows the bonuses and penalties associated with a vehicle’s
weight in air. It is acceptable to unfold antennas after the vehicle is deployed in the water that
would exceed the 3ft height limitation.
Table I.

Size and weight constraints on vehicles entered in the 2015 competition
	
  
Bonus
Penalty
ASV Weight > 140 lbs.
N/A
Disqualified!!!
140 lbs ³ ASV Weight > 110 N/A
250 + 5 (lb – 110)
110 lbs ³ ASV Weight > 70
2(110 – lb)
N/A
ASV Weight ≤ 70 lbs
80 + (70 – lb)
N/A
ASV Dimensions greater
than
- Width: 3ft
N/A
Disqualified!!!
- Height: 3ft
- Length: 6ft

8.

Important Dates
Date

Event

March 20

Registration and Payment Deadline

May 22
June 1

	
  
Team Roster and T-Shirt Sizes Due
Hotel Reservation (Founders Inn and Spa) 	
  
Deadline
Team Video, Website, Journal Paper, Individual 	
  
Resumes Due

June 15

Time

	
  
1000

July 7

Check-In and Orientation

July 7

Safety Inspection and In-Water Practice

July 8

In-Water Practice

July 9

In-Water Practice

July 10

Static Judging and In-Water Practice

July 11

Qualifying Runs

July 12

Qualifying Runs

July 12

Competition Finals

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  1300

July 12

Awards Banquet

1900
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